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Growing up, we rarely used jarred tomato sauce because we always made our own homemade spaghetti sauce.
Because I was young, I never thought anything of it. But when I had pasta at a friend’s house and they used
jarred sauce, I never liked it much. My dad was generally the one who always made
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Learn to make this delicious homemade Italian Pasta Sauce in a crockpot or slow cooker. It is so easy and I
expect this will become your favorite pasta sauce.
A good pizza sauce is must for making a classic pizza. Full of flavours this pizza sauce has all that is required to
make a restaurant style Italian pizza at home.
This authentic Italian Tomato sauce is the little black dress of many Italian dishes. Easy, authentic, homemade
tomato sauce is what I grew up on nearly every Sunday, maybe made with meatballs and spaghetti, maybe made
plain and used for stuffed shells.
About Us. NYT Cooking is a subscription service of The New York Times. It is a digital cookbook and cooking
guide alike, available on all platforms, that helps home cooks of every level discover, save and organize the
world’s best recipes, while also helping them become better, more competent cooks.
Tomato sauces are best if you cook them one of two ways: for a few minutes or all day long. Saute onion and
garlic in olive oil, then simmer for a few minutes for a quick, all-purpose sauce.
So if you’re looking for a recipe for homemade pasta sauce from scratch, keep reading. This is one of those
recipes I’ve been tinkering with for quite some time – and I doubt that I’m done. For now, this is one awesome
homemade pasta sauce to go on pizzas, pasta, polenta and even pancakes. OK, I’m kidding about the pancakes.
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